U.S. Pump And Pumping Equipment Market - Analysis And Forecast to 2020

Description: The report provides an in-depth analysis of the U.S. pump and pumping equipment market. It presents the latest data of the market size and volume, domestic production, exports and imports, price dynamics and turnover in the industry. In addition, the report contains insightful information about the industry, including industry life cycle, business locations, productivity, employment and many other crucial aspects. The Company Profiles section contains relevant data on the major players in the industry.

Countries coverage: the U.S.

Product coverage:
Domestic water systems (pumps for farm and home use), excluding irrigation pumps; Domestic sump pumps (1 hp or less), including value of drivers; Oil-well and oil-field pumps, including value of drivers (excluding boiler feed) Industrial pumps, including value of drivers (excluding hydraulic fluid power pumps, automotive circulating pumps, and measuring and dispensing pumps); Other pumps; Parts and attachments for pumps and pumping equipment, excluding hydraulic fluid power, and air and gas compressors (including locomotive and packaged pumps); Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing, nsk, total

Companies mentioned:

Data coverage:
- Market size;
- Domestic production, value of shipments;
- Key market players and their profiles;
- Exports, imports and trade balance;
- Import and export prices;
- Forecast of the market dynamics in the medium term;
- Key industry statistics;
- Life cycle of the industry;
- Number of establishments and their locations;
- Employment data;
- Industry productivity.

Reasons to buy this report:
- Take advantage of the latest data;
- Find deeper insights into current market developments;
- Discover vital success factors affecting the market.
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